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Anger Under CoverPassive Aggression– Part One

Passive aggression is also referred to as hidden anger.
This behavior occurs when anger is not expressed
directly. Sometimes the hostility is clear, as when one
family member in conflict with another makes sarcastic
remarks during dinner. Most often, only after a pattern
of particular behavior does it occur to others that anger
is the source. A coworker is late to work, procrastinates
doing a project, blames a coworker for not getting the
work done on time, and leaves meetings early which
can be all a manifestation of a person’s hidden anger.
Over the years, the mental health field has looked more
closely at passive aggression and refined definitions
and characteristics. Debate continues as to whether a
passive-aggressive personality disorder exists, and if it
should be included in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual as a psychiatric diagnosis.
Definition
Tim Murphy and Loriann Hoff Oberlin, in their book
Overcoming Passive-Aggression, describe passive
aggression as anger that is invisible or subtle. The
authors make it clear that anger itself is not the
problem. “Anger is sometimes okay but should never
be mean.” With passive aggression, fear causes people
to act to avoid conflict. They imagine conflict to be
frightening and very hurtful. These distorted thoughts
cause alarm because of the perceived harm of
unpleasant interactions and confrontations. A teen
pretends to lose a report card to get out of talking with
her parents about a bad grade at school. When a
manager talks to an employee about his mistakes, the
employee points out mistakes made by other workers
or says that the directions for the project were not clear
which serves as a distraction.
Their definition of hidden anger includes these traits:
• Indirect anger as a dysfunctional way to interact
with others
• Secretive manipulative behavior
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• Not engaging in interactions and avoiding
obligations
• May be intentional or may be unconscious
• Motivation is to hurt and harm others
• Person denies responsibility and even acts as
victim
• Destructive to individual relationships and
group interactions, especially when it continues
Most of these traits are recognized in people with
anger management problems in general. The difference is that with individuals who behave passive
aggressively, the anger goes underground. Subtle
and sneaky reactions are more difficult to identify
than direct expressions of anger. Passive aggression takes time to negatively affect people. The
cycle of anger occurs, but in a less obvious way,
with anger shifted to indirect and complex expressions. Similar anger management techniques can
be used for hidden anger, with some adaptations.
Passive Aggression Part II in the next Outlook Associates newsletter will discuss how to manage
passive-aggressive behavior for yourself and with
others.
Personality Characteristics
We have all been the recipient of these behaviors,
and even may have acted this way ourselves! In
fact, experts maintain that everyone is passiveaggressive sometimes, as a defense against feeling
or showing anger directly. These authors also differentiate between the harm of passive-aggressive
behavior and the avoidance of a difficult situation,
which does not hurt others.
In his book, Martin Kantor believes that a passive
aggressive personality disorder exists. In his book
he presents a definition that includes his conclusions about the source of passive aggression:
1) Centrality of anger
2) Indirect method of expressing anger (origin
also in past family patterns)
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3) Behavior is related to family dynamics and emotional and communication patterns, such as troubles and conflicts regarding dependency, control
and status in family
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FROM THE FILES:
Health Effects of Marital Conflict
Recent studies have shown that how often couples
fight or what they fight about does not matter.
Rather, it is the nuanced interactions between men
and women, and how they react to and resolve conflict, that appear to make a noteworthy difference in
the health of the marriage and the health of the
couple.

For women, whether a husband’s arguing style was warm
or hostile had the biggest effect on her heart health. In the
study, a warm style of arguing by either spouse lowered
the wife’s risk for heart disease.
For men, the level of warmth or hostility had no effect on
a man’s heart health. For a man, heart risk increased if
disagreements with his wife involved a battle for control.
And it didn't matter whether he or his wife was the one
making the controlling arguments.

The study also asked men and women to fill out stand
questionnaires about the quality of their relationships, but
those answers were not a good predictor of cardioA study of nearly 4,000 men and women from Framvascular risk. The difference in risk showed up only when
ingham, MA asked whether they typically vented
the quality of the couple’s bickering style was assessed.
their feelings or kept quiet in arguments with their
spouse. Notably, 32% of men and 23% of women
(New York Times, Health Section, October 3, 2007 (On-line edition))

